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Introduction

The resource constrained project scheduling problem (RCPSP) can be given as follows. A single
project consists of a set J = {0, 1, . . . , n, n + 1} of activities which have to be processed. Fictitious
activities 0 and n + 1 correspond to the “project start” and to the “project end”, respectively. The
activities are interrelated by two kinds of constraints. First, precedence constraints force activity j
not to be started before all its immediate predecessor activities comprised in the set Pj have been
finished. Second, performing the activities requires resources with limited capacities. We have K
resource types, given by the set K = {1, . . . , K}. While being processed, activity j requires rj,k
units of resource type k ∈ K during every period of its non–preemptable duration pj . Resource
type k has a limited capacity of Rk at any point in time. The parameters pj , rj,k , and Rk are
assumed to be deterministic; for the project start and end activities we have pj = 0 and rj,k = 0
for all k ∈ K. The objective of the RCPSP is to find precedence and resource feasible completion
times for all activities such that the makespan of the project is minimized. Figure 1 gives an
example of a project comprising n = 6 activities which have to be scheduled subject to K = 1
renewable resource type with a capacity of 4 units. A feasible schedule with an optimal makespan
of 13 periods is represented in Figure 2.
Let Fj denote the finish time of activity j. A schedule S is given by a vector of finish times
(F1 , F2 , . . . , Fn ). Let A(t) = {j ∈ J | Fj − pj ≤ t < Fj } be the set of activities which are being
processed (active) at time instant t. We now can provide the conceptual decision model (1) – (4)
(cf. Christofides et al. 1987).
Minimize Fn+1
Fh ≤ Fj − pj
X
rj,k ≤ Rk

(1)
j = 1, . . . , n + 1; h ∈ Pj

(2)

k ∈ K; t ≥ 0

(3)

j = 1, . . . , n + 1

(4)

j∈A(t)

Fj ≥ 0

The objective function (1) minimizes the finish time of the project end activity and thus the
makespan of the project. Constraints (2) enforce the precedence constraints between activities,
and constraints (3) limit for each resource type k and each time instant t that the resource demand
of the activities which are currently processed does not exceed the capacity. Finally, (4) define
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Figure 1: Project instance
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Figure 2: Example schedule

the decision variables. (1) – (4) is a conceptual model since the sets A(t) are a function of the
decision variables. Hence, the model cannot be solved with mixed integer programming (MIP)
techniques. In order to solve the RCPSP with MIP–solvers such as CPLEX (cf. Bixby 1996), one
has to employ the 0–1 problem formulation of Pritsker et al. (1969).
The RCPSP is denoted in Chapter 1 of this book (cf. Herroelen et al. 1998) as m, 1/cpm/Cmax
where a number of activities which are precedence related by finish–start relationships with zero
time lags have to be scheduled on m renewable resource types such that Cmax , the maximal
completion time of all activities is minimized.
It has been shown by Blażewicz et al. (1983) that the RCPSP as a generalization of the classical
job shop scheduling problem belongs to the class of N P–hard optimization problems. Therefore,
heuristic solution procedures are indispensable when solving large problem instances as they usually
appear in practical cases. Since 1963 when Kelley (1963) introduced a schedule generation scheme,
a large number of different heuristic algorithms have been suggested in the literature.
The great number of optimal approaches (for a survey cf. Kolisch and Padman 1997) are mainly
for generating benchmark solutions. Currently, the most competitive exact algorithms seem to be
the ones of Brucker et al. (1998), Demeulemeester and Herroelen (1997), Mingozzi et al. (1998)
and Sprecher (1996).
In what follows we will give an appraising survey of heuristic approaches for the RCPSP.
We start in Section 2 with schedule generation schemes which are essential to construct feasible
schedules. In Section 3 we show how these schemes are employed in priority rule based methods.
Section 4 is devoted to metaheuristic algorithms such as simulated annealing, tabu search, and
genetic algorithms. Heuristics which do neither belong to the class of priority rule based methods
nor to metaheuristic approaches are treated in Section 5. In Section 6 we will report about a
comparison of priority rule based and metaheuristic heuristics for the RCPSP. We end with a
summary and an outlook on research opportunities in Section 7.
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g
Dg
j

1

2

3

4

5

6

{1,2}
2

{1,4}
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{1,6}
1

{3,6}
6

{3}
3

{5}
5

Table 1: Example for the serial SGS

2

Schedule Generation Schemes

Schedule generation schemes (SGS) are the core of most heuristic solution procedures for the
RCPSP. SGS start from scratch and build a feasible schedule by stepwise extension of a partial
schedule. A partial schedule is a schedule where only a subset of the n+2 activities have been scheduled. There are two different SGS available. They can be distinguished w.r.t the incrementation
into activity– and time–incrementation. The so–called serial SGS performs activity–incrementation
and the so–called parallel SGS performs time–incrementation.

2.1

Serial Schedule Generation Scheme

We begin with a description of the serial SGS. It consists of g = 1, . . . , n stages, in each of
which one activity is selected and scheduled at the earliest precedence– and resource–feasible
completion time. Associated with each stage g are two disjoint activity sets. The scheduled set
Sg comprises the activities which have been already scheduled, the eligible set Dg comprises all
activities which are eligible for scheduling. Note that the union of Sg and Dg does not give the
set of all activities J because, generally, there are so–called ineligible activities, i.e. activities
which have not been scheduled and can not be scheduled at stage g because not all of their
P
predecessors have been scheduled. Let R̃k (t) = Rk − j∈A(t) rj,k be the remaining capacity of
resource type k at time instant t and let Fg = {Fj | j ∈ Sg } be the set of all finish times. Let
further be Dg = {j ∈ J \ Sg | Pj ⊆ Sg } the set of eligible activities. We can now give the following
description of the serial SGS.
Serial SGS
Initialization: F0 = 0, S0 = {0} ,
For g = 1 to n do
Calculate Dg , Fg , R̃k (t) (k ∈ K; t ∈ Fg )
Select one j ∈ Dg
EFj = maxh∈Pj {Fh } + pj
Fj = min {t ∈ [EFj − pj , LFj − pj ] ∩ Fg |
rj,k ≤ R̃k (τ ), k ∈ K, τ ∈ [t, t + pj [ ∩ Fg } + pj
Sg = Sg−1 ∪ {j}
Fn+1 = maxh∈Pn+1 {Fh }
The initialization assigns the dummy source activity j = 0 a completion time of 0 and puts it
into the partial schedule. At the beginning of each step g, the decision set Dg , the set of finish times
Fg , and the remaining capacities R̃k (t) at the finish times t ∈ Fg are calculated. Afterwards, one
activity j is selected from the decision set. The finish time of j is calculated by first determining
the earliest precedence feasible finish time EFj and then calculating the earliest (precedence– and)
resource–feasible finish time Fj within [EFj , LFj ]. LFj denotes the latest finish time as calculated
by backward recursion (cf. Elmaghraby 1977) from an upper bound of the project’s finish time T .
Table 1 reports the serial SGS when generating the schedule given in Figure 2.
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The serial SGS generates always feasible schedules which are for the resource–unconstrained
scheduling problem (1), (2), and (4) optimal. Kolisch (1996a) has shown that the serial SGS generates active schedules, that is schedules S = (F1 , F2 , . . . , Fn ) where none of the activities can be
started earlier without delaying some other activity. For scheduling problems with regular performance measure (for a definition of the latter cf. to Sprecher et al. 1995) such as makespan
minimization, the optimal solution will always be in the set of active schedules. The time complexity of the serial SGS as given above is O(n2 · K) (cf. Pinson et al. 1994).
Let jg denote the activity which is selected in iteration g. Then, an execution of the serial SGS
can be recorded by a list λ = hj1 , j2 , . . . , jn ] which prescribes that activity jg has been scheduled
in iteration g. Note, that this list is precedence feasible, i.e. we have Pjg ⊆ {j1 , . . . , jg−1 } (cf.
Hartmann 1998). The list for the above given example is λ = h2, 4, 1, 6, 3, 5]. Given a list λ, we
can now give a special case of the serial SGS, namely the serial SGS for activity lists.
Serial SGS for Activity Lists
Initialization: F0 = 0, S0 = {0} ,
For g = 1 to n do
Calculate Fg , R̃k (t) (k ∈ K; t ∈ Fg )
j = jg
EFj = maxh∈Pj {Fh } + pj
Fj = min {t ∈ [EFj − pj , LFj − pj ] ∩ Fg |
rj,k ≤ R̃k (τ ), k ∈ K, τ ∈ [t, t + pj [ ∩ Fg } + pj
Sg = Sg−1 ∪ {j}
Fn+1 = maxh∈Pn+1 {Fh }
The serial SGS for activity lists plays an important role in classical machine scheduling where it
is referred to as list scheduling (cf. Kim 1995 and Schutten 1996). Since the serial SGS for activity
lists is a special case of the serial SGS, it generates active schedules. Hence, there is always a list λ∗
for which list scheduling will generate an optimal schedule when a regular measure of performance
is considered.

2.2

Parallel Schedule Generation Scheme

The parallel scheduling scheme does time incrementation. For each iteration g there is a schedule
time tg . Activities which have been scheduled up to g are either element of the complete set Cg or
of the active set Ag . The complete set comprises all activities which have been completed up to
tg , i.e. Cg = {j ∈ J | Fj ≤ tg } and the active set comprises all activities which are active at tg , i.e.
Ag = A(tg ) = {j ∈ J | Fj − pj ≤ t < Fj }. The eligible set Dg comprises all activities which can
be precedence– and resource–feasibly started at tg , i.e.
n
o
Dg = j ∈ J \ (Cg ∪ Ag ) | Pj ⊆ Cg ∧ rj,k ≤ R̃k (tg ) (k ∈ K) .
The remaining capacity at tg is R̃k (tg ) = Rk −
parallel SGS can be given as follows:

P

j∈Ag

rj,k . An algorithmic description of the

Parallel SGS
Initialization: g = 0, tg = 0, A0 = {0} , C0 = {0} , R̃k (0) = Rk
While | Ag ∪ Cg |≤ n do
(1) g := g + 1
tg = minj∈Ag {Fj }
Calculate Cg , Ag , R̃k (tg ), Dg

5
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Table 2: Example for the parallel SGS

(2) While Dg 6= ∅ do
Select one j ∈ Dg
Fj = tg + pj
Calculate R̃k (tg ), Ag , Dg
Fn+1 = maxh∈Pn+1 {Fh }
The initilization sets the schedule time to 0, assigns the project start activity to the active
and the complete set and sets the available capacity. Each iteration consists of two steps. (1)
determines the next schedule time tg , the associated activity sets Cg , Ag , Dg and the available
capacity R̃k (tg ). (2) schedules a subset of the eligible activities to start at tg . Table 2 reports the
parallel SGS when generating the schedule given in Figure 2. Note that the parallel SGS might
have less than n stages but that there are exactly n selection decisions which have to be made.
As the serial, so does the parallel SGS always generate feasible schedules which are optimal
for the resource–unconstrained case. It has been shown by Kolisch (1996a) that the parallel
SGS constructs non–delay schedules. A non–delay schedule is a schedule where, even if activity
preemption is allowed, none of the activities can be started earlier without delaying some other
activity. The set of non–delay schedules is a subset of the set of active schedules. It thus has, on
average, a smaller cardinality. But it has the severe drawback that it might not contain an optimal
schedule with a regular performance measure. E.g., in Kolisch (1996a) it is shown that out of 298
problem instances from the set j30sm as given in Chapter 9 of this book (cf. Kolisch et al. 1998)
only 175, i.e. 59.73 % have an optimal solution which is in the set of non–delay schedules. The
time complexity of the parallel SGS is O(n2 · K).

3

Priority Rule Based Heuristics

Priority rule based heuristics employ one or both of the SGS in order to construct one or more
schedules. The priority rule itself is used in order to select an activity j from the decision set Dg .
We first give a survey of different priority rules. Thereafter we show how scheduling schemes and
priority rules can be combined in order to obtain different priority rule based heuristics.

3.1

Priority Rules

A priority rule is a mapping which assigns each activity j in the decision set Dg a value v(j) and an
objective stating whether the activity with the minimum or the maximum value is selected. In case
of ties, one or several tie breaking rules have to be employed. The easiest ways to resolve ties is to
choose the activity with the smallest activity label. There has been an overwhelming amount of
research on priority rules for the RCPSP; cf. Alvarez–Valdés and Tamarit (1989a), Boctor (1990),
Cooper (1976, 1977), Davies (1973), Davis and Patterson (1975), Elsayed (1982), Kolisch (1996a,
1996b), Lawrence (1985), Özdamar and Ulusoy (1994, 1996b), Patterson (1973, 1976), Shaffer et
al. (1965), Thesen (1976), Thomas and Salhi (1997), Ulusoy and Özdamar (1989), Valls et al.
(1992), and Whitehouse and Brown (1979).
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Rule

Reference

v(j)

GRPW
LFT
LST
MSLK
MTS
RSM
SPT
WCS

Alvarez–Valdés, Tamarit (1989a)
Davis, Patterson (1975)
Kolisch (1995)
Davis, Patterson (1975)
Alvarez–Valdés, Tamarit (1989a)
Shaffer et al. (1965)
Alvarez–Valdés, Tamarit (1989a)
Kolisch (1996b)

P
pj + i∈Sj pi
LFj
LFj − pj
LFj − EFj
| Sj |
max(i,j)∈AP {0, tg + pj − (LFi − pi )}
pj
LFj − pj − max(i,j)∈AP {E(i, j)}

6

Table 3: Priority Rules

Priority rules can be classified according to different criteria. W.r.t. to the type of information
employed to calculate v(j), we can distinguish network, time, and resource based rules (cf. Alvarez–
Valdés and Tamarit 1989a and Lawrence 1985) as well as lower and upper bound rules. Lower
bound rules calculate for each activity a lower bound of the objective function value, upper bound
rules calculate for each activity an upper bound of the objective function value. W.r.t. the amount
of information employed it can be distinguished in local or global rules. Local rules employ only
information from the activity under consideration such as the processing time while global rules
make use of a wider range of information. A distinction into static and dynamic rules is made w.r.t.
the fact if the value v(j) remains constant or changes during the iterations of the SGS. W.r.t. the
SGS we can distinguish in rules which can be employed in the serial, the parallel or both SGS. Table
3 gives an overview of the well known priority rules GRPW (greatest rank positional weight), LFT
(latest finish time), LST (latest start time), MSLK (minimum slack), MTS (most total successors),
RSM (resource scheduling method), SPT (shortest processing time), and WCS (worst case slack).
The MTS rule employs S j , the set of all (direct and indirect) successors of activity j. The WCS
and RSM rules employ AP = {(i, j) ∈ Dg × Dg | i 6= j}, the set of all activity pairs (i, j) which are
in the decision set Dg . Finally, the WCS rule uses E(i, j), the earliest precedence– and resource–
feasible start time of activity j if activity i is started at the schedule time tg . Note that the RSM
rule selects the activity with the lowest priority value.

3.2

Proposed Methods

Priority rule based heuristics combine priority rules and schedule generation schemes in order to
construct a specific algorithm. If the heuristic generates a single schedule, it is called a single pass
method, if it generates more than one schedule, is is referred to as multi pass method.
3.2.1

Single Pass Methods

The oldest heuristics for the RCPSP are single pass methods which employ one SGS and one priority
rule in order to obtain one feasible schedule. Examples are the heuristics of Alvarez–Valdés and
Tamarit (1989a), Boctor (1990), Cooper (1976, 1977), Davies (1973), Davis and Patterson (1975),
Elsayed (1982), Kolisch (1996a, 1996b), Lawrence (1985), Patterson (1973, 1976), Thesen (1976),
Valls et al. (1992), and Whitehouse and Brown (1979).
Recently, more elaborate priority rules have been proposed by Kolisch (1996b), Özdamar and
Ulusoy (1996b) as well as Ulusoy and Özdamar (1994). Kolisch (1996b) developed, amongst other
priority rules, the so–called worst case slack (WCS) rule for the parallel SGS which is given in
Table 3. Özdamar and Ulusoy (1996b) as well as Ulusoy and Özdamar (1994) introduced the local
constraint based analysis (LCBA). LCBA employs the parallel SGS and decides via feasibility
checks and so–called essential conditions which activities have to be selected and which activities
have to be delayed at the schedule time.
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Multi Pass Methods

There are many possibilities to combine SGS and priority rules to a multi pass method. The
most common ones are multi priority rule methods, forward–backward scheduling methods, and
sampling methods.
Multi priority rule methods employ the SGS several times. Each time a different priority
rule is used. Often, the rules are used in the order of descending solution quality. Boctor (1990)
employed 7 different rules in his experimental study. Instead of using m priority rules in order
to generate m schedules, a virtually unlimited number of schedules can be generated by using
PI
PI
convex combinations of I priority rules v(j) = i=1 wi · vi (j) with wi ≥ 0 for all i and i=1 wi =
1. Examples of such approaches are given by Ulusoy and Özdamar (1989) and Thomas and
Salhi(1997). Ulusoy and Özdamar employed a convex combination of I = 2 rules in order to
generate 10 different schedules.
Forward–backward scheduling methods employ an SGS in order to iteratively schedule
the project by alternating between forward and backward scheduling. Forward scheduling is as
outlined in Section 2. Backward scheduling applies one of the SGS to the reversed precedence
network where the former end activity n + 1 has become the new start activity. The priority
values are usually obtained from the start or completion times of the lastly generated schedule.
Forward–backward scheduling methods have been proposed by e.g. Li and Willis (1992) as well as
Özdamar and Ulusoy (1996a, 1996b).
Sampling methods make generally use of one SGS and one priority rule. Different schedules
are obtained by biasing the selection of the priority rule through a random device. Instead of a
priority value v(j) a selection probability p(j) is computed. At selection decision g of the SGS,
p(j) is the probability that activity j from the decision set Dg will be selected. Dependent on how
the probabilities are computed, one can distinguish random sampling, biased random sampling,
and regret based biased random sampling (cf. Kolisch 1996a).
Random sampling (RS) assigns each activity in the decision set the same probability p(j) =
1/|Dg |.
Biased random sampling (BRS) employs the priority values directly in order to obtain the
selection probabilities. If the objective of the priority rule is to select
Pthe activity
 with the highest
priority value, then the probability is calculated to p(j) = v(j)/
i∈Dg v(i) . Biased random
sampling methods have been applied by Alvarez–Valdés and Tamarit (1989b) and Cooper (1976).
Schirmer and Riesenberg (1997) propose a modification called normalized biased random sampling
(NBRS) which essentially ensures that the selection probability of the activity with the smallest
(highest) priority value is the same when seeking for the activity with the highest (smallest) priority
value.
Regret based biased random sampling (RBRS) uses the priority values indirectly via regret
values. If the objective is again to select the activity with the highest priority value, the regret value
r(j) is the absolute difference between the priority value v(j) of the activity under consideration
and the worst priority value of all activities in the decision set, i.e. r(j) = v(j) − mini∈Dg v(i).
Before calculating the selection probabilities based on the regret values, the latter can be modified
α
by r0 (j) = (r(j) + ) (cf. Drexl 1991). Adding the constant  > 0 to the regret value assures that
the selection probability for each activity in the decision set is greater than zero and thus every
schedule of the population can be generated. With the choice of the parameter α the amount of bias
can be controlled. A high α will cause no bias and thus deterministic activity selection while an α
of zero will cause maximum bias and hence random activity selection. Kolisch (1995) has found out
that, in general,  = α = 1 will provide good results. Drexl (1991) uses  = mini∈Dg v(i). Schirmer
and Riesenberg (1997) propose a modified regret based biased random sampling (MRBRS) where
 is determined dynamically. Experimental comparisons performed by Kolisch (1995) as well as
Schirmer and Riesenberg (1997) revealed (modified) regret based biased random sampling as the
best sampling approach. Table 4 gives examplary different selection probabilities for | Dg |= 3,
 = 1, and α = 1.
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j ∈ Dg
v(j)
Random Sampling
Biased Random Sampling
Regret Based Biased Random Sampling

1
11

2
13

3
20

0.33
0.25
0.07

0.33
0.30
0.21

0.33
0.45
0.72

Table 4: Selection Probabilities p(j) for Different Sampling Methods

Author(s)

SGS

Priority Rule

Sampling

Passes

Alvarez–Valdés/Tamarit (1989a)
Alvarez–Valdés/Tamarit (1989b)
Boctor (1990)
Cooper (1976)
Davis/Patterson (1975)
Kolisch (1995)
Kolisch (1996a)
Kolisch (1996b)
Kolisch/Drexl (1996)
Li/Willis (1992)
Özdamar/Ulusoy (1994)
Özdamar/Ulusoy (1996a, 1996b)
Shaffer et al. (1965)
Schirmer/Riesenberg (1997)
Schirmer (1998)
Thomas/Salhi (1997)
Ulusoy/Özdamar (1989)

p
p
p/s
s
p
p/s
p/s
p
p/s
p
p
p
p
p/s
p/s
p
p

several rules
several rules
several rules
several rules
LFT and other
several rules
several rules
WCS and other
LFT/WCS
start/fin. times
LCBA
LCBA
RSM
several rules
several rules
convex comb.
convex comb.

—
BRS
—
BRS
—
RS/BRS/RBRS
RBRS
—
RBRS
—
—
—
—
several methods
RBRS/MRBRS
—
—

single
multi
multi
multi
single
multi
multi
single
multi
multi
single
multi
single
multi
multi
multi
multi

Table 5: Survey of priority rule based heuristics for the RCPSP

An adaptive multi pass approach has been proposed by Kolisch and Drexl (1996). The heuristic
applies the serial SGS with the LFT–priority rule and the parallel SGS with the WCS–priority
rule while employing deterministic and regret based sampling activity selection. The decision on
the specific method is based on an analysis of the problem at hand and the number of iterations
already performed. Partial schedules are discarded by the use of lower bounds. Schirmer (1998) has
extended this approach by employing both schedule generation schemes together with four different
priority rules (MTS,LFT,LST,WCS) and two different sampling schemes (MRBRS,RBRS).
Table 5 gives a survey of priority rule based heuristics for the RCPSP where with ‘p’ and ‘s’ it
is referred to the parallel and the serial SGS, respectively. Note that this convention holds for all
tables in this chapter.

4
4.1

Metaheuristic Approaches
General Metaheuristic Strategies

Several metaheuristic strategies have been developed to solve hard optimization problems. The
following summary briefly describes those general aproaches that have been used to solve the
RCPSP.
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Simulated Annealing

Simulated Annealing (SA), introduced by Kirkpatrick et al. (1983), originates from the physical
annealing process in which a melted solid is cooled down to a low–energy state. Starting with some
initial solution, a so–called neighbor solution is generated by slightly perturbing the current one.
If this new solution is better than the current one, it is accepted, and the search proceeds from
this new solution. Otherwise, if it is worse, the new solution is only accepted with a probability
that depends on the magnitude of the deterioration as well as on a parameter called temperature.
As the algorithm proceeds, this temperature is reduced in order to lower the probability to accept
worse neighbors.
Clearly, SA can be viewed as an extension of a simple greedy procedure, sometimes called
First Fit Strategy (FFS), which immediately accepts a better neighbor solution but rejects any
deterioration.
4.1.2

Tabu Seach

Tabu Search (TS), developed by Glover (1989a, 1989b), is essentially a steepest descent/mildest
ascent method. That is, it evaluates all solutions of the neighborhood and chooses the best one,
from which it proceeds further. This concept, however, bears the possibility of cycling, that is, one
may always move back to the same local optimum one has just left. In order to avoid this problem,
a tabu list is set up as a form of memory for the search process. Usually, the tabu list is used
to forbid those neighborhood moves that might cancel the effect of recently performed moves and
might thus lead back to a recently visited solution. Typically, such a tabu status is overrun if the
corresponding neighborhood move would lead to a new overall best solution (aspiration criterion).
It is obvious that TS extends the simple steepest descent search, often called Best Fit Strategy
(BFS), which scans the neighborhood and then accepts the best neighbor solution, until none of
the neighbors improves the current objective function value.
4.1.3

Genetic Algorithms

Genetic Algorithms (GA), inspired by the process of biological evolution, have been introduced by
Holland (1975). In contrast to the local search strategies above, a GA simultaneously considers
a set or population of solutions instead of only one. Having generated an initial population, new
solutions are produced by mating two existing ones (crossover) and/or by altering an existing
one (mutation). After producing new solutions, the fittest solutions “survive” and make up the
next generation while the others are deleted. The fitness value measures the quality of a solution,
usually based on the objective function value of the optimization problem to be solved.

4.2

Representations

Once a metaheuristic strategy has been chosen to attack a given optimization problem, one has
to select a suitable representation for solutions. Usually, metaheuristic approaches for the RCPSP
rather operate on representations of schedules than on schedules themselves. Then, an appropriate
decoding procedure must be selected to transform the representation into a schedule. Finally,
operators are needed to produce new solutions w.r.t. the selected representation. A unary operator
constructs a new solution from an existing one, that is, it makes up the neighborhood move in
local search procedure such as SA and TS as well as the mutation in a GA. A binary operator
constructs a new solution from two existing ones, as done by crossover in a GA.
This subsection summarizes five representations reported in the literature that have been used
within metaheuristic approaches to solve the RCPSP. For each representation, we give the related
decoding procedures and operators. In order to keep the description short, we will restrict the
definition of binary operators to the one–point crossover type for the different representations.
Roughly speaking, the one–point crossover splits two existing solutions and takes one part from
the first and one part from the second solution in order to form a new one. Other general crossover
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types that are well known from the GA literature (such as two–point and uniform crossover) can
be easily obtained from extending the one–point definitions given here, see e.g. Hartmann (1998).
4.2.1

Activity List Representation

In the activity list representation, a precedence feasible activity list
λ = hj1 , j2 , . . . , jn ]
is given, in which each activity jg must have a higher index g than each of its predecessors in
Pjg . As shown in Section 2, the serial SGS can be used as a decoding procedure to obtain a
schedule from an activity list. Note, however, that the parallel scheme cannot be applied without
modification. As is easily verified, the serial SGS transforms example activity list
λE = h2, 4, 6, 1, 3, 5]
for the project of Figure 1 into the schedule of Figure 2. The initial solution(s) can be generated
by randomly selecting an activity from the decision set in each step of the SGS. To obtain better
solution quality, one can also use a priority rule or priority rule based sampling scheme for choosing
an eligible activity. In either case, recording the activities in the order of their selection results in
a (precedence feasible) activity list.
Several unary operators have been proposed for the activity list representation, see e.g. Della
Croce (1995). The so-called pairwise interchange is defined as swapping two activities jq and js ,
q, s ∈ {1, . . . , n} with q 6= s, if the resulting activity list is precedence feasible. As a special case,
the adjacent pairwise interchange swaps two activities jq and jq+1 , q ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, that are
adjacent in λ but not precedence related. Considering again the example project of Figure 1, we
could apply the adjacent pairwise interchange for q = 3 to λE as given above and obtain
λN = h2, 4, 1, 6, 3, 5] .
Furthermore, the simple shift operator selects some activity jq and inserts it immediately after
some other activity js , if the precedence constraints are not violated. In our example, shifting
activity 6 immediately after activity 3 in λE results in neighbor activity list
0

λN = h2, 4, 1, 3, 6, 5] .
More sophisticated shift operators have been proposed by Baar et al. (1997) for the RCPSP. They
make use of the schedule S(λ) that is represented by the current activity list λ. The operators are
based on the notion of a critical arc which is defined as a pair of successively scheduled activities
(i, j), that is, Fi +pj = Fj in S(λ). The underlying idea is that at least one critical arc must become
non–critical to improve the current schedule. Hence, Baar et al. define three shift operators that
may cancel a critical arc. They extend the simple shift by allowing more than one activity to
be shifted. Without giving the formal definitions here, we illustrate such a shift operator on the
critical arc (4,1) in the schedule S(λE ) shown in Figure 2: Shifting activity 4 and its successor
activity 6 immediately after activity 1 leads to neighbor activity list
00

λN = h2, 1, 4, 6, 3, 5] .
As a binary operator, i.e. as crossover for a GA, Hartmann (1998) used
the following tech
M
M
M
nique: Given
two
“parent”
activity
lists,
a
“mother”
λ
=
j
,
.
.
.
,
j
and
a “father” λF =
n
1


C
F
F
C
C
j1 , . . . , jn , the “child” activity list λ = j1 , . . . , jn is defined as follows: After drawing a
random integer q with 1 ≤ q < n, the positions i = 1, . . . , q are taken from the “mother” λM by
setting jiC := jiM . The activity list of positions i = q + 1, . . . , n is taken from the “father” λF .
However, the jobs that have already been taken from the mother may not be considered again. We
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C
}. Choosing q = 3, this
/ {j1C , . . . , ji−1
obtain jiC := jkF , where k is the lowest index such that jkF ∈
definition is illustrated for our project example by

λM

=

h1, 3, 2, 5, 4, 6] ,

F

=

h2, 4, 6, 1, 3, 5] ,

C

=

h1, 3, 2, 4, 6, 5] .

λ
λ

As shown by Hartmann (1998), the “child” activity list λC resulting from two precedence feasible
“parent” activity lists λM and λF is also precedence feasible.
4.2.2

Random Key Representation

Several researchers employed a representation which makes use of an array
ρ = (r1 , r2 , . . . , rn )
that assigns a (typically real-valued) number rj to each activity j. Following Bean (1994), we will
call such an encoding random key representation. It is similar to the priority value representation
of Lee and Kim (1996) and Cho and Kim (1997) and the problem-space based representation of
Storer et al. (1992), Leon and Ramamoorthy (1995), and Naphade et al. (1997), such that we will
discuss these three approaches in a unified framework here.
For an initial solution, the random keys are usually chosen randomly (see e.g. Lee and Kim
1996) or computed by some priority rule (see e.g. Leon and Ramamoorthy 1995).
Both the parallel and the serial SGS can be used to derive a schedule from ρ: On each stage
g, we can select activity j with the highest random key rj = max{ri | i ∈ Dg } from the decision
set Dg (clearly, if initialized with e.g. the latest finish time, one would select the activity with
the minimum random key). In other words, the random keys play the role of priority values.
Considering again our example project, we obtain the schedule of Figure 2 from applying either
the parallel or the serial SGS to
ρE = (0.58, 0.64, 0.31, 0.87, 0.09, 0.34) .
An alternative approach is proposed by Naphade et al. (1997). Here, the random keys are used to
perturb activity slacks which serve as priority values.
While both the parallel and the serial SGS as decoding procedures guarantee that only feasible
schedules are found, only the serial one ensures the existence of at least one optimal schedule in the
solution space, as discussed in Section 2. In order to overcome the drawback of possible exclusion
of all optimal solutions by the parallel SGS, several researchers (see Cho and Kim 1997, Naphade
et al. 1997, and Leon and Ramamoorthy 1995) introduced different modifications of the parallel
SGS as decoding procedures for the random key representation. These essentially allow to delay a
schedulable activity such that the search is not restricted to non–delay schedules.
As a unary operator, any pairwise interchange of rj and ri can be employed to the random key
representation, including the adjacent pairwise interchange of rj and rj+1 . Considering a pairwise
interchange with j = 2 and i = 4, an example neighbor of ρE is
ρN = (0.58, 0.87, 0.31, 0.64, 0.09, 0.34) .
In an approach for the job shop problem, Storer et al. (1992) proposed the so–called problem–space
based neighborhood which randomly reselects rjnew ∈ [(1 − ) · rjold , (1 + ) · rjold ] from a uniform
distribution, where  is a real-valued constant. For this neighborhood definition with  = 0.1 an
example neighbor of ρE is given by
0

ρN = (0.59, 0.62, 0.34, 0.89, 0.09, 0.33) .
The random key representation allows the application of the standard one-point crossover
as binary operator: Given a random integer q with 1 ≤ q < n, a new random key array ρC =
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(r1C , . . . , rnC ) is derived by taking the first q random keys from a “mother” array ρM = (r1M , . . . , rnM )
and the remaining ones from a “father” array ρF = (r1F , . . . , rnF ). We obtain riC = riM for i =
1, . . . , q and riC = riF for i = q + 1, . . . , n. An example for q = 3 is

4.2.3

ρM

=

(0.58, 0.64, 0.31, 0.87, 0.09, 0.34) ,

F

ρ

=

(0.12, 0.43, 0.99, 0.65, 0.19, 0.22) ,

ρC

=

(0.58, 0.64, 0.31, 0.65, 0.19, 0.22) .

Priority Rule Representation

The priority rule representation, used by e.g. Dorndorf and Pesch (1994) for the job shop problem
and adapted by Hartmann (1998) to the RCPSP, is based on a list of priority rules
π = hπ1 , π2 , . . . , πn ] ,
where each πi is a priority rule. As decoding procedures, both the parallel and the serial SGS can
be used by selecting the i-th activity to be scheduled according to priority rule πi . For our example
project, the schedule of Figure 2 can be obtained from e.g.
π E = hLST, GRPW, MTS, LST, MSLK, LFT] .
The commonly used unary operator randomly selects a new priority rule for some πi . For the
example priority list π E as given above, a possible neighbor is
π N = hMTS, GRPW, MTS, LST, MSLK, LFT] .
The binary operator, i.e. the one-point crossover, follows again the standard definition. Given
a random integer q with 1 ≤ q < n, a new priority rule list π C is derived by taking the first q
priority rules from a “mother” list π M and the remaining ones from a “father” list π F . Consider
as an example q = 3 and
πM

4.2.4

= hLST, GRPW, MTS, LST, MSLK, LFT] ,

π

F

= hLFT, GRPW, MSLK, SPT, LFT, GRPW] ,

π

C

= hLST, GRPW, MTS, SPT, LFT, GRPW] .

Shift Vector Representation

The shift vector representation has been proposed by Sampson and Weiss (1993) for the RCPSP.
A solution is represented by a shift vector
σ = (σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σn ),
where σj is a nonnegative integer. As a decoding procedure, an extension of the classical forward
recursion (cf. Elmaghraby 1977) is used, in which the start time Sj of an activity j is calculated as
the maximum of the finish times of its predecessors plus the shift σj of activity j, that is, S0 = 0
and Sj = max{Sh + ph | h ∈ Pj } + σj for j = 1, . . . , n. The following shift vector for our example
project leads to the schedule of Figure 2:
σ E = (6, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
As this decoding procedure does not consider the resource constraints, a schedule derived from a
shift vector may be infeasible. This is illustrated by the following shift vector which forces activities
1 and 4 to be simultaneously in process, thus exceeding the resource capacity by 2 units:
σ I = (4, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
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Consequently, the objective function is extended by penalizing the violation of the resource constraints.
The neighborhood of a shift vector σ is given by those vectors that differ from σ in exactly
one position and do not lead to a project makespan that exceeds some given upper bound. An
example neighbor for shift vector σ E above is
σ N = (6, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0) .
4.2.5

Schedule Scheme Representation

The schedule scheme representation has been introduced by Brucker et al. (1998) for a branch–and–
bound algorithm for the RCPSP. In what follows we give a brief and rather informal description.
A schedule scheme (C, D, N, F ) consists of four disjoint relations. (i, j) ∈ C implies that activity i
must be finished before activity j can be started (conjunctions). (i, j) ∈ D implies that activities i
and j may not overlap (disjunctions). (i, j) ∈ N implies that activities i and j must be processed
in parallel in at least one period (parallelity relations). For activities i and j with (i, j) ∈ F
there are no restrictions (flexibility relations). A schedule scheme represents those (not necessarily
feasible) schedules in which the related relations are maintained. As a decoding procedure, Baar
et al. (1997) develop a heuristic that constructs a feasible schedule in which all relations of C and
D and a “large” number of parallelity relations N are satisfied.
Baar et al. (1997) introduce a neighborhood definition which basically consists of moves that
transform flexibility relations into parallelity relations and parallelity relations into flexibility relations. The neighborhood size is reduced by a critical path calculation and impact estimations for
the moves.
We do not discuss this representation and its neighborhood definition in more detail here,
referring the reader to Chapter 2 in this book (cf. Brucker and Knust 1998).

4.3

Proposed Methods

In this subsection, we briefly describe the metaheuristic approaches which are documented for the
RCPSP. The references are listed in alphabetical order. We have, however, restricted the list to
those papers that consider the RCPSP, while papers that cover its extensions (such as the multimode RCPSP) are not included. A summarizing overview is given in Table 6. For each reference,
we denote the employed metaheuristic strategies together with the underlying representation, the
SGS, and the used operator. In case of a GA, we only mention the crossover operator. The
representation given in the third column is abbriaviated as follows: AL stands for activity list, RK
for random key, PR for priority rule, SV for shift vector, and SS for schedule scheme.
Baar et al. (1997) develop two TS algorithms. The first one is based on the activity list
representation in accordance with the serial SGS. The neighborhood is defined by three kinds of
critical path based moves. Their second TS approach employs the schedule scheme representation
with the related decoding procedure and neighborhood definition. Both TS algorithms use dynamic
tabu lists as well as priority based start heuristics.
Bouleimen and Lecocq (1998) propose an SA procedure based on the activity list representation
together with the serial SGS. For neighborhood moves, the shift operator is used.
Cho and Kim (1997) modify the SA algorithm of Lee and Kim (1996) (see below) by extending
the random key representation in order to allow the delay of schedulable activities within an
adapted parallel SGS.
Hartmann (1998) proposes a GA based on the activity list representation and compares it to
GA’s which make use of the random key and priority rule representations, respectively. All three
approaches employ the serial SGS as well as two–point crossover operators related to the respective
representation. In the activity list based GA, the regret based biased random sampling method
with the serial SGS and the LFT–rule (see Section 3) is used to determine the initial generation.
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Paper

Metah.

Rep.

SGS

Operator

Baar et al. (1997)

TS
TS
SA
SA
GA
GA
GA
GA
SA
TS
GA
FFS
BFS
GA
BFS
TS
TS
TS
SA-var.

AL
SS
AL
RK
AL
RK
PR
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
AL
AL
AL
SV

s
related
s
mod. p
s
s
s
s
p
p
p
mod. p
mod. p
mod. p
mod. p
s
s
s
ext. recurs.

crit. path shifts
related moves
shift
pairw. int.
two–point cr.
two–point cr.
two–point cr.
two–point cr.
pairw. int.
pairw. int.
one–point cr.
problem–space
problem–space
one–point cr.
problem–space
adj. pairw. int.
pairw. int.
shift
related move

Bouleimen, Lecocq (1998)
Cho, Kim (1997)
Hartmann (1998)

Kohlmorgen et al. (1998)
Lee, Kim (1996)

Leon, Ramamoorthy (1995)

Naphade et al. (1997)
Pinson et al. (1994)

Sampson, Weiss (1993)

Table 6: Survey of metaheuristic strategies for the RCPSP

Kohlmorgen et al. (1998) develop a GA which employs the random key representation with
standard two–point crossover. They test their approach on a massively parallel computer.
Lee and Kim (1996) propose an SA algorithm, a TS procedure and a GA. These three approaches are based on the random key representation with the parallel SGS as decoding procedure. While SA and TS make use of a restricted version of the pairwise interchange move, the GA
employs the standard one–point crossover.
Leon and Ramamoorthy (1995) test an FFS and a BFS approach as well as a GA. They employ
the problem–space based version of the random key representation. The random keys are initialized
with values computed by a priority rule. A modified variant of the parallel SGS serves as decoding
procedure. The unary operator is defined by the problem–space based neighborhood, and the
binary one is the standard one–point crossover.
Naphade et al. (1997) use the BFS concept with the problem–space based variant of the random
key representation. The random keys are initialized with the latest finish times of the activities
and then modified according to the problem–space based neighborhood. As decoding procedure,
they employ a modified parallel SGS, where the random keys are used to calculate slack based
priority values.
Pinson et al. (1994) suggest several variants of a TS approach based on the activity list representation, the serial SGS, and a priority rule procedure for computing a start solution. The
variants differ in the neighborhood definitions, using the adjacent pairwise interchange, the (general) pairwise interchange, and the shift move, respectively.
Sampson and Weiss (1993) suggest a local search procedure which can be viewed as a variant
of SA. Their approach is based on the shift vector representation and the related neighborhood
definition.
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Other Heuristics
Truncated Branch and Bound Methods

Pollack–Johnson (1995) uses a so–called depth–first, jumptracking branch and bound search of
a partial solution tree. The algorithm is essentially a parallel scheduling heuristic. Instead of
scheduling the activity with the highest priority value it branches on certain occasions such that
one branch has the activity with the highest priority value and the other branch has the activity
with the second highest priority value, which is scheduled next. Note, due to use of the parallel
SGS optimal solution might be excluded from the search space.
Sprecher (1996) employs his depth–first search branch and bound procedure as a heuristic by
imposing a time limit. The enumeration process is guided by the so–called precedence tree which
essentially branches on the activities in the decision set of the serial SGS. Via backtracking, all
precedence feasible activity lists are (implicitly) enumerated. In order to obtain good solutions
early in the search process (and thus within the time limit), priority rules are applied to select the
most promising activity from the decision set for branching first.

5.2

Disjunctive Arc Based Methods

The basic idea of the disjunctive–arc–based approaches is to extend the precedence relations (the set
of conjunctive arcs) by adding additional arcs (the disjunctive arcs) such that the minimal forbidden
sets, i.e. sets of technologically independent activities which cannot be scheduled simultaneously
due to resource constraints, are destroyed and thus the earliest finish schedule is feasible with
respect to (precedence and) resource constraints.
Shaffer et al. (1965) restrict the scope, within their ”resource scheduling method”, to those
forbidden sets for which all activities in the earliest finish schedule are processed at the same time.
The disjunctive arc which produces the smallest increase in the earliest finish time of the unique
sink is introduced and the earliest finish schedule is recalculated. The algorithm terminates as soon
as a (precedence– and) resource–feasible earliest finish schedule is found. Note that this approach
can be transformed into a single-pass priority rule method based on the parallel SGS, cf. Tables 3
and 5.
Alvarez–Valdés and Tamarit (1989a) propose four different ways of destroying the minimal
forbidden sets. The best results were achieved by applying the following strategy: Beginning with
the minimal forbidden sets of lowest cardinality, one set is arbitrarily chosen and destroyed by
adding the disjunctive arc for which the earliest finish time of the unique dummy sink is minimal.
Bell and Han (1991) present a two–phase algorithm for this problem. The first phase is very
similar to the approach of Shaffer et al. (1965). However, phase 2 tries to improve the feasible
solution obtained by phase one as follows: after removing redundant arcs, each disjunctive arc that
is part of the critical path(s) is temporarily cancelled and the phase 1 procedure is applied again.

5.3

Further Approaches

Integer programming based heuristics have been used by Og̃uz and Bala (1994). The method
employs the integer programming formulation originally proposed by Pritsker et al. (1969). The
planning horizon is divided in T periods of equal length and the processing times pj have to be
given as discrete multiples of one period. The binary decision variable xj,t equals 1 if activity j is
finished at the end of period t.
Mausser and Lawrence (1998) use block structures to improve the makespan of projects. They
start by generating a feasible solution with the parallel SGS. Following this, they identify blocks
which represent contiguous time spans that completely contain all activities processed within it.
Each such block can be considered independent of the other blocks. The method essentially
reschedules individual blocks in order to shorten the overall project length.
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Computational Analysis
Test Design

This section reports on a computational comparison of several of the heuristics summarized above.
As test instances we have employed the standard sets j30, j60, and j120 for the RCPSP which
have been generated using ProGen (cf. Kolisch et al. 1995). The sets j30 and j60 consist of 480
projects with n = 30 and n = 60 activities, respectively. The set j120 consists of 600 projects, each
with n = 120 activities. Details of these problem instances are given in Chapter 9 of this book (cf.
Kolisch et al. 1998).
Each algorithm was tested by its author(s) using the original implementation. This allowed
the authors to adjust the parameters in order to obtain good results. As a consequence, however,
the tests were performed on different computer architectures and operating systems. Therefore,
we could not impose a bound on the computation time to provide a basis for the comparison.
Instead, we have chosen to limit the number of generated and evaluated schedules to 1,000 and
5,000, respectively. This decision is based on the assumption that the effort needed for generating
one schedule is similar in the tested heuristics. With the exception of the schedule scheme representation based TS approach of Baar et al. (1997) all algorithms considered for our investigation
make use of an SGS as described in Section 2. Hence, we found this assumption justified.

6.2

Results

Tables 7–11 display the results of the computational comparison. The heuristics are sorted according to descending performance with respect to 5,000 iterations. Table 7 summarizes the percentage
deviations from the optimal makespan for the instance set j30. Since for the two instance sets j60
and j120 some of the optimal solutions are not known, we measured for these sets the average
percentage deviation from an upper and a lower bound, respectively. The upper bound was set to
the lowest makespan found by any of the tested heuristics while the lower bound was selected to
be the critical path based lower bound (cf. Stinson et al. 1978). We employed the lower bound in
order to allow researchers to compare their results with the ones obtained in this study. All lower
and upper bounds can be obtained from the authors upon request. For the j60 set, the percentage
deviations from the upper and lower bounds are reported in Tables 8 and 10, respectively. Note,
that the schedule scheme based TS heuristic of Baar et al. (1997) was additionally run by allowing
2 trials where each trial was terminated after no improved solution was found after 250 iterations.
This way, the deviation from the upper bound was lowered to 1.14 %. Finally, Tables 9 and 11
provide the respective deviations for the j120 set.
The heuristics that performed best in our study are the SA of Bouleimen and Lecocq (1998)
and the GA of Hartmann (1998). While the procedure of Bouleimen and Lecocq performs best on
the j30 set, the approach of Hartmann dominates on the instance sets with larger projects.
Generally, the results show that the best metaheuristic strategies outperform the best priority
rule based sampling approaches. Increasing the number of schedules allowed to be computed from
1,000 to 5,000 further increases the superiority of the metaheuristics. This is mainly because
sampling procedures generate each schedule anew without considering any information given by
already visited solutions while metaheuristic algorithms typically exploit the knowledge gained
from the previously evaluated schedule(s).
A comparison of the results obtained from the metaheuristics shows that the choice of the
underlying representation is crucial. The two best procedures make use of different metaheuristic
paradigms while they both employ the activity list representation. The use of one metaheuristic
paradigm itself does not necessarily lead to consistently good solutions. This can be seen by the
results of the two GA’s of Hartmann (1998) and Leon and Ramamoorthy (1995). The activity list
based GA excells the problem space based GA.
Analyzing the priority rule based sampling procedures, we observe a strong influence of the
SGS when used together with the LFT rule. While the serial SGS leads to better results on the
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Iterations
Algorithm

SGS

reference

1000

5000

SA – activity list
GA – activity list
TS – sched. scheme
sampling – adaptive
sampling – LFT
sampling – adaptive
sampling – WCS
sampling – LFT
GA – random key

s
s
related
s/p
s
s/p
p
p
mod. p

Bouleimen, Lecocq (1998)
Hartmann (1998)
Baar et al. (1997)
Kolisch, Drexl (1996)
Kolisch (1996a)
Schirmer (1998)
Kolisch (1996b)
Kolisch (1996a)
Leon, Ramamoorthy (1995)

0.38
0.54
0.86
0.74
0.83
0.71
1.40
1.40
2.08

0.23
0.25
0.44
0.52
0.53
0.59
1.28
1.29
1.59

Table 7: Average deviations from optimal solution — J = 30

Iterations
Algorithm

SGS

reference

1000

5000

GA – activity list
SA – activity list
sampling – adaptive
sampling – adaptive
TS – sched. scheme
sampling – LFT
sampling – LFT
sampling – WCS
GA – random key

s
s
s/p
s/p
related
s
p
p
mod. p

Hartmann (1998)
Bouleimen, Lecocq (1998)
Schirmer (1998)
Kolisch, Drexl (1996)
Baar et al. (1997)
Kolisch (1996a)
Kolisch (1996a)
Kolisch (1996b)
Leon, Ramamoorthy (1995)

0.99
1.17
1.26
1.60
1.79
1.88
1.83
1.88
2.48

0.45
0.49
0.97
1.26
1.54
1.55
1.56
1.56
1.82

Table 8: Average deviations from best solution — J = 60

Iterations
Algorithm

SGS

reference

1000

5000

GA – activity list
SA – activity list
sampling – LFT
sampling – WCS
sampling – adaptive
sampling – adaptive
GA – random key
sampling – LFT

s
s
p
p
s/p
s/p
mod. p
s

Hartmann (1998)
Bouleimen, Lecocq (1998)
Kolisch (1996a)
Kolisch (1996b)
Schirmer (1998)
Kolisch, Drexl (1996)
Leon, Ramamoorthy (1995)
Kolisch (1996a)

2.59
5.73
2.92
2.94
3.28
3.95
5.33
4.78

0.89
1.86
2.32
2.34
2.55
3.33
3.76
4.10

Table 9: Average deviations from best solution — J = 120
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Iterations
Algorithm

SGS

reference

1000

5000

GA – activity list
SA – activity list
sampling – adaptive
sampling – adaptive
sampling – WCS
sampling – LFT
TS – sched. scheme
GA – random key
sampling – LFT

s
s
s/p
s/p
p
p
related
mod. p
s

Hartmann (1998)
Bouleimen, Lecocq (1998)
Schirmer (1998)
Kolisch, Drexl (1996)
Kolisch (1996b)
Kolisch (1996a)
Baar et al. (1997)
Leon, Ramamoorthy (1995)
Kolisch (1996a)

12.68
12.75
13.02
13.51
13.66
13.59
13.80
14.33
13.96

11.89
11.90
12.62
13.06
13.21
13.23
13.48
13.49
13.53

Table 10: Average deviations from critical path based lower bound — J = 60

Iterations
Algorithm

SGS

reference

1000

5000

GA – activity list
SA – activity list
sampling – LFT
sampling – WCS
sampling – adaptive
sampling – adaptive
GA – random key
sampling – LFT

s
s
p
p
s/p
s/p
mod. p
s

Hartmann (1998)
Bouleimen, Lecocq (1998)
Kolisch (1996a)
Kolisch (1996b)
Schirmer (1998)
Kolisch, Drexl (1996)
Leon, Ramamoorthy (1995)
Kolisch (1996a)

39.37
42.81
39.60
39.65
40.08
41.37
42.91
42.84

36.74
37.68
38.75
38.77
39.08
40.45
40.69
41.84

Table 11: Average deviations from critical path based lower bound — J = 120

j30 instance set, the parallel one is superior on the j60 and j120 instance sets, respectively. The
two rules WCS and LFT give almost identical results when employed within the parallel SGS.
The adaptive sampling strategies do not consistently dominate the simple sampling procedures.
Compared to each other, we observe that the adaptive sampling approach of Schirmer (1998)
outperforms the one of Kolisch and Drexl (1996) on the j60 and j120 instance sets while the latter
yields better results on the j30 set.
We finally remark that the metaheuristic algorithms which make use of the activity list representation can be assumed to be the fastest approaches. This is due to the fact that the underlying
serial SGS for activity lists (cf. Section 2) does neither compute the eligible set nor does it select
an activity on the basis of priority values.

7

Outlook on Research Opportunities

Our computational results indicate that the best heuristics currently available are metaheuristic
strategies which make use of activity lists. Further investigations (cf. Hartmann and Kolisch 1998)
are headed towards a deeper insight of the functioning of different heuristics subject to different
problem characteristics as given in Kolisch et al. (1995) and Kolisch and Sprecher (1996).
Although priority rule based methods do not give the best results, they are important for several
reasons. First, they are indispensable when solving large problem instances in a short amount of
time. Second, good priority rule based methods are needed to determine the initial solution(s) for
metaheuristic procedures. Hence, further efforts in this area are still justified.
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Summarizing, recent years have brought a considerable progress in designing more efficient
heuristics for the RCPSP, and we believe that this will remain a fruitful field of research in the
future. In addition to the development of even better heuristics, extending the current approaches
to more general project scheduling problems are of special interest.
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